Our Mission and Charism attract many people. Added to those two factors is our interesting history. Obviously, there is no better place to “experience and touch” our history than in our Roman Archives of the Congregation.

You have probably all heard about the Vatican Sacred Archives, a place where all the important documents of the Roman Church are preserved. Obviously, the place is not open to regular “mortals”, but only to those qualified scholars to whom a special permission is granted. In the Archives of our Congregation in Rome we also keep the most important materials regarding our own history. The difference between our archives and the Vatican Sacred Archives is that it is quite a bit easier to gain access permission to visit our archive place in Rome. Moreover, we want to make it even more accessible not just for those who have a chance to visit our “Roman Mother House”, the headquarters of the Congregation but to those who may not have the opportunity to come to the Eternal City. To that end we publish a bi-monthly newsletter from the Archives called the “Black Box Treasures”. Why the title?

There is an interesting term called the “black box theory”. It speaks about an object which can be analysed in terms of its input and output, but there is no knowledge of its internal workings. This theory is used in almost every field of science and philosophy and it can be explained very simply: “The child who tries to open a door has to manipulate the handle (the input) so as to produce the desired movement at the latch (the output); and he has to learn how to control the one by the other without being able to see the internal mechanism that links them. In our daily lives we are confronted at every turn with systems for which the internal mechanisms are not fully open to inspection, and which must be treated by the methods appropriate to the Black Box.” (Ashby, W. Ross, An Introduction to Cybernetics, 86). So, in publishing our “newsletter” we try to share what we have, in other words the “internal mechanisms” of the black boxes “will remain not fully open to inspection” to the many who are interested in our history.

In our Archives, here in Rome we have more than 200 black boxes (and yes our materials are kept in true black boxes). In them we keep the treasures of our Congregation: letters, writings, reports from the time our Community was born, up to, and including, those of the latest XXXIII General Chapter in 2017. Some of those treasures have seen the light of day in many publications, but there are still others waiting to been seen.
Dear Friends of the Resurrectionists,

Each morning, after I awaken and get out of bed, I put on the coffee in my quarters and proceed to pray the Divine Office morning prayer. I look out the window from where I am sitting, rejoice quietly in the beauty of nature, and think of so many of you who either have asked for my prayers or for whom I have promised to pray. I am utterly confident that some such ritual occurs in the prayer life of all the Resurrectionists in the United States – priests, brothers, and bishop. We stay in touch, you and I, in the communion of saints, through the simple act of remembering each other and lifting up one another to heaven in prayer.

This annual issue of Chronicles is another way we are able to communicate with you, to thank you for your goodness to us, to offer hope in this troubled world of ours, and to continue to seek your blessing upon our lives and our ministry.

There are fewer of us CRs now than even ten years ago; and we are definitely getting older. The elevator you helped us install at the House of St. Joseph the Worker is a boon for the many who have trouble navigating stairs. Some of you have contributed also to a second phase of renovation of that residence – the recent rewiring and re-piping of the building, which took about eight months and has just been completed. We have not specifically asked for your help with this second phase, but if your heart is so inclined and your wallet permits, we will gratefully use your contribution to help offset the enormous cost of this project.

Please know of our love for you. And, truly, if there is some way we can pray for your specific intentions, do not hesitate to let me know. I promise that your request will be inscribed in our community prayer list.

Peace and joy be yours, now and always!

Father Gene Szarek, C.R.
Provincial Superior

Office of the Provincial Superior
3601 N California Avenue
Chicago, IL 60618-4602
Will bequest helps solidify the future of the Resurrectionists Retirement Fund

Humble, generous, holy, faithful to his Catholic religion, successful. This is how Brother Hallas, CR describes Mr Richard T ennes, who was a parishioner of St Mary of the Angels Parish in Chicago, Illinois, one of the ministries of the Resurrection Father and Brothers. At the time, Father Ed Karlowicz, CR was pastor of the parish and was the spiritual director for Mr T ennes. He owned a lamp shade factory in Bucktown, a neighborhood in Chicago, Illinois. He attended Mass every day in the church and was extremely faithful to all the sacraments in the church. He highly respected the spiritual counsel of Father Karlowicz, CR. One day, Father Ed invited Brother Bill to be present for lunch in the rectory. Father Ed told him that Mr T ennes wanted us to be present for the luncheon meal. Brother Bill came and, lo and behold, he informed both Father Ed and Brother Bill, CR that he was leaving some of his estate to the Resurrection Fathers and Brothers. We were very amazed at the simple statements he made about how touched he was with the work of the Resurrection Fathers and Brothers in Chicago and that he wanted us to know how grateful he was for all the great work that we do in Chicago and elsewhere in the United States. He said “You truly are men of prayer and you are very humble and dedicated to what you are all about in resurrecting society. “I hope in some small way you will be able to take care of your senior members through this simple gift”. We had no idea what a great gift this would be to help our Senior Religious in the Congregation of the Resurrection.

I hope that you the reader of the Chronicles will prayerfully think about leaving the Resurrection Father & Brothers in your estate planning, e.g. bequests, property, memorials.

For more information, contact:
Brother William Hallas, CR
Director of Advancement
3601 N. California Ave
Chicago, IL 60618
whallascr@gmail.com
773-463-7506

The Congregation of the Resurrection is a community of men in the Catholic Church who live and work together under the banner of the Risen Christ.

We believe that Our Lord Jesus Christ calls us to minister to those who have most need of His mercy.

We ourselves have experienced the sad consequences of our sins. We understand our sinful nature. We have also tasted the Lord’s grace and have turned our lives over to His mercy.

Because we have found the road of conversion, we can help others rise from the death of sin to a new life in Christ. As a religious community in the Roman Catholic Church, we work and pray together to build up the kingdom of God.

The Five Elements of the C.R. Charism

God’s love for us is merciful and unfailing.

God calls us to conversion.

He invites us to live together as brothers in Christ Jesus.

God calls us to work together for the Resurrection of society.

As Resurrectionists, we model ourselves on Mary and rely on her intercession.
Fr. Henry Ruszel celebrates his 65th ordination anniversary. Who could forget their anniversary date if you were ordained on the 4th of July. Fr. Henry is the oldest member of the Province and still lives and works in two parishes, Our Lady of the Desert in Apple Valley and St. Paul in Lucerne Valley, California. Fr. Henry spent his years as a Priest ministering in our formation programs for seminarians and varies parishes in the USA and Canada.

Two of our Priests are celebrating their 50th anniversary on April 12. Fr. Joseph (José) Malczyk and Fr. Melvin Rybarczyk. Both ministered as educators at both Weber and Gordon Tech High Schools. Fr. Jose has also assisted in many parishes, including since 2007, at St. Matthew Church in Schaumburg, IL.

Fr. Mel moved to full time parish ministry in 1981 in southern California. Currently he is the Rector of the Byzantine Rite, Proto-Cathedral of St. Mary in Sherman Oaks, CA. From 1990 until 1994 he was the Superior of the Generalate in Rome.

Two others celebrate their 40th anniversary on September 8. Fr. James Gibson was ordained in Chicago and has ministered in the USA, Mexico and Italy. He began his priestly ministry in the Chicago area. In 1990 he founded the Mission in Oaxaca, Mexico. He was the Secretary General of the Congregation of the Resurrection in Rome from 2011-2017. Currently he is ministering in Apple Valley and Lucerne Valley, CA.

Fr. Stanislaus Lasota was ordained in Poznan, Poland. He came to Chicago in 2006 and became a member of the USA Province in 2010. The majority of his ministry has been parish life. He has been an Associate Pastor of St. Hyacinth parish, in Chicago since 2006.

Fr. Stanislaus Jankowski celebrating his 25th anniversary, was ordained in Kraków, Poland on May 12, 1994. Fr. Stanley was born in Poland. He moved to the USA and after high school, returned to Poland to study for the Priesthood in the Congregation of the Resurrection. In Poland he was involved in parish ministry and seminary formation. In 2000 he returned to the USA and became a member of the USA province in 2006. Fr. Stanley is currently Pastor of St. Hyacinth Basilica in Chicago.
Our founder, Brother Theodore Bogdan Janski taught us to search out those who are hurting and lead them to the fountain of grace and salvation in Jesus Christ. Brother Janski himself was brought out of the darkness of addiction and sin by the light of the Risen Christ.

We strive to bring that warmth and life into the communities in which we serve by ministering in parishes where we build each community around the celebration of the Holy Eucharist and the Sacrament of Reconciliation.
Our Lady of the Desert Church, Apple Valley, CA

The parish of Our Lady of the Desert began the fundraiser on Friday, September 7, 2018 with a gathering of donors in the parish hall. Unfortunately, some of the Resurrectionists who usually attend this event were unable to participate due to scheduling conflicts. Rev. Gary Hogan, C.R., Vocation Director, and Rev. Paul Smith, C.R., pastor of St. Joseph’s, Big Bear, CA gave a brief description of their ministry. During this gathering, Rev. Delwyn Haroldson, C.R., pastor of Our Lady of the Desert, presented the Resurrection Award to Rudy Arellanez from Our Lady of the Desert and Jean Drott from St. Paul Church, Lucerne Valley.

The parish of Our Lady of the Desert had been praying for Rev. Paul Smith, C.R. as he went through surgery to remove a tumor in his brain. In appreciation, Fr. Paul celebrated the 9:30 a.m. Mass, to the delight of the parishioners. Fr. Gary Hogan also asked the parishioners to pray for and invite young people consider religious life.

Our Lady of the Lake Church, Lake Arrowhead, CA

The fundraiser was held on the weekend August 11 & 12, 2018. Rev. Steve Thoma, C.R. was the main celebrant and homilist for the Sunday masses at Our Lady of the Lake and Rev. Gary Hogan, C.R. was the main celebrant at St. Ann’s in Running Springs. As always, Rev. Mike Osuch, pastor of Our Lady of the Lake, was a gracious host and it was a joy to celebrate with the parishioners at Our Lady of the Lake. Rev. Gene Szarek, C.R. and Br. Bill Hallas, C.R. did not attend the fundraiser because they participated in Our Lady of the Lake’s 75th anniversary a few weeks later.

As in the past, Mike Casey, generously shared the hospitality of his home, as some of the donors gathered for food, drink and a short presentation by the Resurrectionists on Sunday afternoon. Rev. Steve Thoma, C.R. acted as host thanking everyone for their generosity, Rev. Gary Hogan, C.R. gave a brief report on vocation work, Rev. Paul Smith, C.R., pastor of St. Joseph’s Church, Big Bear, CA shared his story of dealing with a brain tumor during the past year (Fr. Paul is doing well and there is no longer any sign of the tumor). Fr. Mike Osuch, C.R. presented the Resurrection Award to Jim and Bridgett Johnstone from Lake Arrowhead and Bob and Dee Rigio from Running Springs.

The food was excellently prepared by Gia Brown, Kathleen Kirk and Esteban Huidor, parishioners of Our Lady of the Lake. The wine was donated by Steve & Pam Geraghty.
The kitchen crew: Shana Smith, Kathleen Kirk, Gigi Horan, Gia Brown, Esteban Huidor and Fr. Michal Osuch, CR

Fr. Steve Thoma, CR and Fr. Del Haroldson

Fr. Paul Smith, CR at his home parish of Our Lady of the Lake in Lake Arrowhead with his large family.

Jean Drott next to Fr. Jim and Fr. Del. She received the Resurrection Merit Award. She is from St. Paul the Apostle Parish in Lucerne Valley, California

Fr. Del with Rudy Arellanez and his family as he receives the Resurrection Merit Award. He is a member of Our Lady of the Desert Parish in Apple Valley, California

Continued from page 1

The Roman Archives of the Congregation of the Resurrection

We started our project of the “Black Boxes” a year ago. Since then 30 newsletters have been published in English, Polish and Portuguese and sent to about 400 people, including all the Resurrectionists, to the Sisters of the Resurrection, and to some lay people. The topic of each bulletin is different and it touches various sectors of the Congregation. For example, there was an edition about the story of the schism which took place at St. Hedwig Parish in Chicago in 1894 or the fascinating story of Br. Casimir Zeglen, C.R., the inventor of the bulletproof vest and who was a simple sacristan at St. Stanislaw Kostka Parish in Chicago. The story of a man about whom the Chicago newspaper headlines reported: “To Be Tried on Human Target - Zeglen's Bullet-Proof Cloth Saved a Dog’s Life” (The Evening Star, July 3, 1897), “Life of Russian Prince Saved by Such Garment”(The Sunday Chronicle Chicago, August 24, 1902).

It is true that not many people will have the chance to see the “original versions” of our materials which we keep in the Archives, but by publishing our newsletter we want to reach as many as possible by sharing with them not just a simple “text” but overall the original look of those “treasures”. So if any reader of this article would be interested in receiving a copy of the “BBT”, please just a send an email to the archivist (szymanowskicr@me.com). Moreover, if you ever have the chance to visit Rome, please drop by to check out our place. We will be happy to show you our treasures so you will be able to "touch" the fascinating history of the Congregation of the Resurrection.

From right to left, Wally and Sheila Jaszkowski, Joan and Brother Edward, CR


Sharon O’Malley Gienko spoke in the name of the Gienko Family who received the Vision of Hope Award 2018.

Father Gene Szarek, CR speaking to the 345 in attendance. He has a great sense of humor.

Veritas et Caritas Award from left to right, Father Paul Sims, CR, Father Rafal Wasilewski, CR, recipient of the Veritas et Caritas and Father Gene Szarek, CR, Provincial Superior.

From right to left, Wally and Sheila Jaszkowski, Joan and Brother Edward, CR


We filled the Café la Cave with a full house of 345. We are most grateful to all.
On Sunday, September 23, 2018 the Resurrection Fathers and Brothers hosted our 21st annual fundraiser for our seminarians, brothers and senior religious. It was held this year for the second time at Café La Cave in Des Plaines, Illinois. There were over 345 people in attendance. It was a great event and the place was outstanding. Many people commented on what a beautiful place it is and the food was excellent. This year for the first time in its 21 year history everything was donated for the event. We are extremely grateful to the Polish Roman Catholic Union of America for its generous donation of the meal itself. Nancy Chapman and her family along with Florence DeBellis provided many of the in house raffle prizes for the event. Mr & Mrs James Blake provided the beautiful flowers on the table and the wine was provided by Father Tony Dziorek, CR at St Stanislaus B & M Parish in Chicago, Illinois. Jim and Rebecca McManus provided the chocolate bars. We also had a wonderful Harpist who played throughout the meal and brought great sound into the room provided by Father Tomasz Wojciechowski, CR of St Hedwig Parish.

The festivities began by announcing the Vision of Hope Award 2018 that was given to the Gienko Family. Sharon O’Malley accepted the award in the name of the family. Sharon has a great gift of communicating and she shared the many events that her family was involved with when her uncle, the late Father Marion Gienko, CR was pastor at St Hyacinth Basilica. Sharon and her brothers have been extremely helpful to the Resurrection Fathers and Brothers and especially to Father Edward Jaskula, CR.

The second award, the Veritas et Caritas Award, was presented to Father Rafal Wasilewski, CR, pastor of Holy Trinity parish in Westmont, Illinois. Father Rafal spoke very eloquently on his life as a religious in the Congregation of the Resurrection and how community life and Religious Life has supported him over the years. He truly was grateful to be honored by his peers. Rafal has a great sense of humor and the gathered were extremely impressed by his choice of words.

The third award was the Resurrection Merit Award 2018. You will see their names and parishes in another section of this newsletter. We are in our 11th year of honoring people who share our ministry and we are extremely grateful that they share our mission of Hope to all in the parishes. The Pastors of the parish have chosen these recipients.

It was a beautiful day and another celebration of Thanksgiving to all of our benefactors who raised over $100,000.00 Kudos to all especially the committee of Florence DeBellis, Nancy Chapman, Marsha Blake, Fathers Gene Szarek, CR, Paul Sims, CR, Tim Keppel, CR and Brother Bill Hallas, CR. Our photographer was Father Steve Bartczyszyn, CR.

Looking forward to our 22nd Annual event which will take place on Sunday September 29, 2019 at Café La Cave. Please mark your calendars for another great event.
Father Norbert Raszjea with the recipients of the Resurrection Merit Award Jim & Lois Scola from St Scholastica Parish, Woodridge, Illinois.

Father John Nowak, CR with Kevin Kucik from St Hedwig Parish, Chicago, Illinois a faithful benefactor to the Resurrection Fathers and Brothers.

Florence DeBellis and Marsha Blake on the committee for this Gala for 21 years. Many thanks Florence and Marsha!

Father Joseph Glab, CR with Janice Corey the recipient of the Resurrection Merit Award 2018.

Father Jacek, CR with Christine Marulewski the recipient of the Resurrection Merit Award 2018.

Joan and Sheila looking at the in house raffle items. They too have been at every Gala for 21 years.

Bill Pullia recipient of the Resurrection Merit Award 2018 from St Mark’s Parish in Wheaton, Illinois and Father Gary Hogan, CR, Vicar Provincial of the Resurrection Fathers and Brothers.

Father Jacek Junak, CR, pastor of St John’s in Johnsburg, Illinois with his group from the parish and Christine the recipient of the Resurrection Merit Award 2018.


Father Anthony Dziorek, CR pastor of St Stanislaus B & M Parish in Chicago, IL

George Czaplicki, recipient of the Resurrection Merit Award 2018 from St Pius X Parish, Lombard, Illinois with pastor Father George Zieba, CR.

Sister Clare Francis, CR and Sister Stephanie, CR, Sisters of the Resurrection.
I am most grateful to all who have sent in a donation to all of our appeals the calendar year of 2018.

In the name of all the Resurrectionists in the USA Province we send God our prayers for your generosity.

Many thanks for your continued investment in our Senior Religious and our men studying for the priesthood and brotherhood. These two ends of our community life are in most need of our prayers and support.

The donor list reflects your giving from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018. If you are receiving duplicates of this newsletter or you wish to be removed from the list, please e-mail or write me and I will take care of it. Our address and e-mail are on the back of this newsletter.

The Risen Lord has blessed us with a good year but we always know that our friends and benefactors are always there to support us. As always, we remember you in gratitude and in our prayers.

Br William Hallas, CR
Director of Advancement
**2018 Annual Fund**

- Joseph Adamkiewicz
- Mary Ann Arrigoni
- Alice H. Aubele
- Rev Richard Balazs, CR
- John Baran
- Ronald Bartkowicz
- Scott E. Birmingham
- Dorothy Bajan
- Julie Bronski
- Jack & Geraldine Brubaker
- Joseph Bryja
- Robert & Donna Bugielski
- Mary & Clement Campbell
- Martha Carter
- Victor Cesario
- Thomas & Loretta Chazelle
- Jerry Christensen
- Robert & Marlene Clark
- Richard & Sara Cook
- Joseph & Donna Cramer
- Deborah L. Delmonico
- Gerald & Kathleen Doyle
- William Dreffein
- Bernard F & Nancy J Droz
- Edward Dschida
- Rev Anthony Dziorzek, CR
- Mary Anne Farley
- Monica Ferrari
- Margaret Fiesiak
- Norbert & Rose Florek
- Lupe Forster
- Andrew Franco
- Merel & Constance Freund
- M/M Sean Eric Gaddis
- Norbert & Mary Gapczynski
- John & Debra Genualdi
- Charles & Lucille Gibbs
- Mark J. Gilbert
- Daniel & Karen Glab
- Michael Godzik
- Dennis Golphy
- Alta Halama
- Br William Hallas, CR
- Joanne C Hejza
- Donald H. Hoffman
- Dr Daniel M Janiga
- Leonard Janiga
- Wally & Sheila Jaszkowski
- Brother Edward Jaszkowski, CR
- Helen Jendricks
- Therese & John Jezuit
- Ronald J. Boehm
- William Boller
- John & David Breithaupt
- Scott & E. Birmingham
- Julie Bronski
- Mary & Clement Campbell
- Victor M Cesario
- MS Loretta and Thomas Chazelle
- James Chmiel
- Daniel F Cieslak
- Huagette Collins
- Nancy Ream
- William & Linda Schubert
- James E. Scola
- Thomas & Bernadette Siwek
- Robert J Skopeck SR
- Adriane M Smetana
- Andrew Sokulsiki
- Tom Speck
- St Therese Sodaliety - St Hyacinth
- Thomas W Stach
- Diane Stapleton - Lang
- Frank & Jacqueline Stawierski
- Ronald & Julia Step
- Dr James J Strzyz
- Rev Donie Solick, CR
- Josephine Sullivan
- Gerald & Kathryn Sullivan
- Elizabeth & Paul Szmergalski
- Robert W. Szymczak
- Genevieve Tadyck
- Ms Irene Taraszka
- Allen & Karen Trimpe
- Raymond & Carol Wagner
- Phyllis Washburn
- Vincent & Rosemary Weltz
- David M West
- Anthony & Karen Wierer
- Emily Wijkoewicz
- Wally Wydra
- Don Wysoczy
- Kathleen M. Zenow
- William E Zerial
- Joseph & Marcia Zurawski

---

**2018 All Souls Appeal**

- Martin H. Lipeth
- Joseph R. Mack
- Donald J Manchester
- Harold & Rachel Martin
- Christine & Ronald Marulewski
- William F & David H Marutzky
- Mary Jane Masto
- Patricia Maurer
- Thomas & Caryn McAndrews
- Ed & Geraldine McKown
- Theresa Merrigan
- Rev James L. Miara
- Delphine Michalik
- Walter & Carol Mika
- Anne L Miller
- Paul & Geraldine Miller
- Ms Helene T Miller
- Stephanie M. Mitschelen
- Janine Modjeski
- Octavio P. Montejo
- Stephen & Cynthia Movesian
- William Napiovecchi
- Kathryn H. Nartnick
- Mr Dennis E Nicpol
- Joan Noonan
- Margaretue D. Oberto
- John & Stella Onder
- Bernard Petosa
- Edward & Judith Pietrucha
- Charlie Piek
- Mr Robert Plurkowski
- John J Poland
- Frank Posch
- John & Nancy Prangl
- Mary Przybyl
- Joyce & Adam Randle
- Craig Reckard
- Nancy Rudzinski
- David Scalzitti
- Thomas & Teresa Scheerener
- MSGR Carl E. Scherrer
- William & Linda Schubert
- James E. Scola
- Thomas & Bernadette Siwek

---

**GRAND RAFFLE WINNERS**

**Drawn at the 2018 Fund Raising Dinner**

- 1st Prize Winner: $2,000.00
  - Jerry Sullivan, Resurrection Parish, Woodstock, Illinois
- 2nd Prize Winner: $1,000.00
  - Chuck Warginski, Immaculate Conception, Morris, Illinois
- 3rd Prize Winner: $1,000.00
  - Gail Albers, Resurrection Parish, Woodstock, Illinois
- 4th prize Winner: $500.00
  - Diane Gebhardt, St John the Baptist, Johnsburg, Illinois
- 5th Prize Winner: $500.00
  - Ann O’Soughnessy, St Stanislaus Kostka, Chicago, Illinois

---

**2019**

- Br William Hallas, CR
- Linda R Hardeland
- L. C. Hardy
- Richard Hines
- John Huegel
- Peter Jachimiec
- Mr Leonard Janiga
- Sheila & Wally Jaszkowski
- Ms Helen T. Jendricks
- Therese & Thomas Jesuit
- Richard L Johnson
- Thomas F. Juskiewicz
- Laurie K. Kagann
- Debra Kasper
- Don & Irene Kershinsik
- MR Reid A. Kirk
- MRS James Klafeta
- MS Donna Klem
- Daniel & Andrea Kluss
- Betty Koch
- M/M Joel Koskievich
- Barbara Kozuchowska
- Jack L. Kubik
- Paul Labarrere
- Fred Landbeck
- M/M Gerald Lapka
- Connie Lauerman
- MR Gregg Legutki
- Carl A. Lekan
- Ted Lipinski
- Martin H. Lipeth
- M/M Joseph L. Lopes
- Mrs Mary Lubisch
- Joan R. Ludick
- Stanley Luta
- Donald & Kristeen Lynch
- MR John Maciaszkiewicz
- Kathleen A Mackowski
- Kathleen Majka
- Rev Joseph Malczyk, CR
- Jan Manganello
- Rev Joseph Malczyk, CR
- Mary Jo Ann Marie
- M/M Joseph L. Lopes
- Mrs Mary Lubisch
- Joan R. Ludick
- Stanley Luta
- Donald & Kristeen Lynch
- MR John Maciaszkiewicz
- Kathleen A Mackowski
- Kathleen Majka
- Rev Joseph Malczyk, CR
- Jan Manganello
- MR Bernard Mania
- Rachel Martin
- Mary Jane Mastro
- Kathleen Mather
- Irene C. McCafferty
- MS Diane McCormick
- Valerie McGovern
- James & Rebecca McManus
How to Put the Congregation of the Resurrection In Your Will

After providing for your families and loved ones, you may want to put the Congregation of the Resurrection – USA Province in your will, thus helping to assure the long-term future of the Congregation of the Resurrection’s Ministry.

Bequests are free of estate tax, and can substantially reduce the amount of your assets claimed by the government.

You can give needed support for the Congregation of the Resurrection-USA Province by simply including the following words in your will:

I, give, devise and bequeath to the Congregation of the Resurrection-USA Province, 3601 N California Avenue, Chicago, IL 60618 (insert amount being given here) to be used to support the ministries of the Congregation of the Resurrection-USA Province.

A bequest can be a specific dollar amount, specific piece of property, a percentage of an estate, or all or part of the residue of an estate. You can also name the Congregation of the Resurrection-USA Province as a contingency beneficiary in the event someone named in your will is no longer living. It is recommended that a lawyer help in drafting or amending a will.

Donations to the Fundraising Dinner

Daughters of St Mary of Providence
Ms Barbara Beachem
Andrew & Colleen Billing
Julie Bronski
Canons Regular of St John Cantius
Mary A. Dempsey
Helen Jendrick
Mary L. Ordaz
Tom & Sue O’Malley
Ronald & JoAnn Sokorski
Allen & Karen Trimpe
Bill Zerial
Dianne Zinn

Fundraising Dinner

May Abella
Gerald J. Adams
Jeanne C. Adelmann
Gail Albers
Joan Allstrom
Hal Anderson
Joan Anderson
Annie Anderson
Josephine Ang
Linda & Henry Anzelone
Ed Arenz
Aggie Arko
Marilyn Armstrong
Alice H. Auble
Sally Avendano
Isabella Azayao
AJ Bahadia
Rev Richard Balazs, CR

Progress Press, Inc
Raymond Wojnar
Sisters of the Holy Family
Sisters of the Resurrection
St Anne in the Mountains
St Hedwig Church
St John the Baptist Church
St Mary’s Catholic Church
St Matthew Church
St Pius X Parish
St Scholastica Parish
St Stanislaus B & M
St Stanislaus Kostka
Synergy
William Halls, CR

J. Ball
John Baran
Raymond & Joan Baran
Cathy Barlow
Zofia Bartzczysyn
James & Mary Barton
David Bath
Donna Bauer
Thomas Bauer
Carl Baumert
Marie Baumert
Pat Baylis
Barbara Beachem
Georgena Beck
Kathryn Belfus
Ken Belcher
Mary Lou Bennington
Terry & Janice Berger
Vivian Bessler
Bob Bieger
Richard & Theresa Bigos
Mrs. Helen A. Bills
Hyun Bills
Amelia Binversie
Scott E. Birmingham
Dr & Mrs Patrick Birmingham
Frank J. Black
James & Cherly Blaney
Thomas Blaszkak
John Blaszkak
George Bob
Roman Bojan
Deborah Boor
Dan Borgstrom
Matt Borgstrom
John Boulden
Zachary Bowers
Sharon Boxman
Bernie Boyle
Monette Brillo Cruz
Charles Brodnicki
Maxine Bronk
Julie Bronski
Jacqueline Brown
Patty Brown
Steve Brubaker
Edward & Marguerite Brunner
Alexandra Brzozinski
Robert & Donna Bugielki
Karen Bureski
REV Anthony Bus, CR
Louise Button
Karen Byron
Cheery Calcules
Michael Caldeau
Mary & Clement Campbell
Al Capitanini
Jeanette Cappa
Eileen Carter
James Carter
Martha Carter
Bruce & Beth Cartner
Sophia Castellanos
Nora C Castillo
Catanese Family
Don & Tina Cavali
Nancy Cegla
Guy Cerulli
Monica Chaplin
Melinda Chapman
Terese Chavez
Kazimiez Cholewa
Jerry Christensen
Mary E. Cieleska
RESURRECTION
PERPETUAL MEMORIALS

The Congregation of the Resurrection, USA Province, has available the Resurrection Perpetual Memorials for remembrance of your deceased loved one. Masses will be celebrated by the Provincial Superior, a Mass will be celebrated during the month of November and your loved ones will be remembered in the daily prayers of Congregation of the Resurrection. To request a Resurrection Perpetual Memorial please contact the Director of Advancement at 3601 N California Avenue, Chicago, IL 60618.

Memorial gifts are a meaningful way to express sympathy on the loss of a friend or loved one.
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Resurrection Memorials

M/M Richard Adams
M/M Adamski
Florio & Eva Alcintara
Joan Altstrom
Amador Family
Wayne & Judy Ambrose
Dorothy V Ambrosini
Kay & Angelo Amico
M/M Michael Andrews & Family
M/M Hank Anzelon
Chris Aquino
M/M Dominic Araiza
Angelo Bagnozzi
Pat Bahen
John & Mary Lou Balazs
Rev Richard Balazs, CR
Zofia Bartczyszyn
M/M Richard Banka & Family
Antoinette & John Basso
Patricia Battten
Barb Beachem
Befriender Ministry
Patricia Behie
Bergner Family
Allan & Bonnie Berkner
Bernie & Gigi Berns
Gus & Janice Berry
Vivian Bessler
Debbie Biernat
Irene Biesiadecki
Edward Biggott
Helen Bills
Scott Birmingham
George R. Black
Marsha & James Blake
Virginia J. Bluhm
George G Bob
M/M Anthony & Rita Bonavolonta
Amy Boone
Irene Bock
Bill Bratek
Rev Martin Bratek, CR
Brater Family
William & Carolyn Braun
Diane M Brazzill
Anne Bremser
Lisa & Terry Brennan

Resurrectionists Frs. Steve Thoma, Paul Smith, Michal Osuch, Del Haroldson and Gary Hogan with future seminarians.
If you would like to have a Mass said for your loved one or on the occasion of an anniversary –

Masses are accepted by the Congregation of the Resurrection. These Masses will be said on any date you wish. Please send the date and the intention with a $10.00 offering to:

Congregation of the Resurrection
Office of Advancement
3601 N California Avenue
Chicago, IL 60618-4602

Have you heard of the CONGREGATION
OF THE RESURRECTION
Gift Annuity Fund?

Contact us for further details:
3601 N California Avenue
Chicago, IL 60618-4602
or by E-mail at whallascr@gmail.com

God love you!

The Chronicles Newsletter is published for the members, friends and donors of the Resurrection Family.
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Any comments or newsworthy information should be mailed to:
Congregation of the Resurrection, Office of Advancement, 3601 N California Avenue, Chicago, IL 60618-4602
Visit our website at www.resurrectionists.com
E-mail whallascr@gmail.com